Functional short-term disorders provoked by extremely difficult life events are entirely different from the chronic or recurrent ones: anxiety or other "neurotic" syndromes, eating, sexual and some other disorders, not being conditioned behavioral dysfunctions. Chronic/ recurrent disorders seem to have they causes in particular personality traits and deficits. Some of them are revealed, described and could be measured by means of Neurotic Personality Questionnaire KON 2006. In this approach, functional disorder is understood as a structured systems of the particular nonverbal language ("parole") in which symptoms play a role of words while syndromes the role of sentences, expressing the current state of mind -mainly the need of bond with other people and its frustration. They are messages of looking attention, attachment. The use of such language seems to be the result of personality deficits making difficult or even impossible to fulfil the need of bond in the psychosocial field using common for done culture verbal and nonverbal language, "normal" means of communication. While in the acute and conditioned reactions on stress different forms of helping people (e.g. CBT) seems to be adequate, in the chronic and recurrent functional disorders therapy is postulated to aiming rather at transformations of the communication, leading to the exchange of the messages' language having the quality of disorder for common, mainly verbal one.
Some doubtful paradigms of contemporary psychopathology of functional disorders
The psychopathology and classification of mental health dysfunctions is based on the "phenomenological approach", understood as the description of visible phenomena, mainly symptoms. Groups of symptoms that are more or less distinguished from others and observed repeatedly (at least to some extent) are considered "disorders" or "diseases" and become elements of classification systems. Where borders between such classes are unclear, serious difficulties arise in the diagnostic tasks and from time to time initiatives are called forth to reconstruct them and to "discover" new items ("independent disorders"). This creates an impression of progress of science, being as a matter of fact only an attempt at introducing another, also artificial, order in the chaotic pool of data.
It is also problematic that classification systems seem to be subordinated to the rules of administrative tendency for grouping no more than 10 elements in one wide category. For this reason, if there are more than 10 similar "disorders", some are arbitrarily placed into a separate category. This rule proved more important in the differentiation of an independent category named "behavioural disorders" than the eventual differences in psychopathology. The existing mental health problems' classification systemsthe DSM [1] and the ICD [2] -as well as the psychopathology of disorders in general are commonly considered inadequate for the diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, particularly with regard to "functional" disorders. This inadequacy of classification of the real patients' symptom manifestation forces practitioners to use mainly such diagnostic categories as "not otherwise specified", "mixed", "unspecified" or to apply the concept of comorbidity. The problems with classification of functional disorders are partially connected with their "functional" specificity. A disorder is considered "functional" because it is not directly provoked by some concrete, covert damages like, for instance, in infectious illnesses. For this reason, it is unclear how to decide what these "functional" syndromes express. Moreover, they are extremely differentiated and every symptom could be present in any functional syndrome [3] .
All efforts undertaken from years, aiming at the construction of a reliable classification system of functional disorders have been unsuccessful so far and were more or less artificial. However, also the contemporary state of knowledge does not offer really better solutions.
It also needs to be considered that the etiopsychopathology of all mental disorders, especially of the "functional" type, seems to be based on some questionable paradigms. First of all, their psychopathology is considered mainly as a simple opposition to "normality" and a disorder is understood as an adversity of a "proper" functioning of a person. As a consequence, theories concerning these disorders are constructed rather as an opposition to psychological assumptions concerning "normality", "healthy" functioning of a person and his/her development, than by exploring the specificity of disorder. This way of reasoning seems to be outwardly logical. However, it neglects the qualitative differences between health and illness, even giving up efforts to define them. Regrettably, it is grounded, among others, in the World Health Organization's (WHO's) definition of health as "well-being". Consequently, one persons' state of health is understood as a given point on the "quantitative continuity" between health and illness, and this contributes to the difficulties in understanding the etiopsychopathology of functional disorders.
Owing to such paradigms, functional disorders are considered to lie on the border of illness and normal functioning and to be psychological rather than medical problems. This leads to obscuring the difference between disorders and "psychophysiological" reactions. Such an approach is supported by an extreme similarity of those dysfunctions to the symptoms of functional disorders. This seems also to be one of the factors reinforcing tendency to neglect evident illnesses and to present ill persons -patients -as healthy "clients". This vagueness also seems to be the main reason for an opposite tendency: to consider some non-medical reasons of human suffering as illnesses, and consequently to seek medical help and pharmacological treatment.
The lack of clear difference between the quality of disease and the quality of mental health is even more harmful for the psychopathology of psychotic and affective disorders. The most evident example is the apparent excessive enlargement in the past decades of the concept of affective disorders, medicalizing most of the phenomena of natural sadness. Not neglecting different economic and social benefits of this vagueness, it may be dangerous for the patients and for the progress of science. The old-fashioned, "medical", qualitative model of illness understood as a unit and including, inter alia, material causes and a definite damage, is evidently insufficient for explaining mental health problems. Replacing the concept of illness with the concept of disorder does not offer, however, a real opportunity to overcome the limits of the traditional, reductionist approach. Moreover, a set of symptoms -syndrome -is frequently treated as a "provisory" sign of the existence of some covert physical damage, prompting a search for symptoms' causes, for instance through neuroscience tests.
It is evident that research of the neurophysiological correlates of psychic functions, especially neuroimaging procedures, opens new opportunities for understanding the functioning of the mind. Results informing of brain processes are very important also for psychopathology [4, 5] . Confirmation of the hypothesis concerning the reciprocal influences of the mental state and the brain functions is essential. However, neuroscientific data (including neuroimaging investigations) should be approached with limited trust due to their questionable relevance to symptom-based illness categories [6] . On the other hand, considering the fact that symptoms are mainly subjectively experienced phenomena, syndromes cannot be the real basis for such research, not even in theory. Such research, combining the intensity of local brain activity with the presence of disorders, produces "side-effects" -the reinforcement of the biological model, suggesting the possibility of psychopharmacological treatment.
Of equally limited use in psychiatric practice is the biopsychosocial holistic model. A "multidimensional" description of illness appears theoretically justified. In practice, however, it does not offer instrumentally useful indices for the classification of different variants of psychopathology and for diagnosis of a particular person (although it is helpful in the description of the circumstances of their illness). In therapy also: the complex, multidirectional therapeutic activities frequently seem to be hardly justified and even unnecessary. It may be more practical to choose from the different circumstances of pathology, its scope being the most important, and to make it the crucial target of treatment. On the other hand, there are aspects of complex etiopathology (e.g. genetic ones) that are still nowadays beyond the influence of corrective interventions.
The lack of scientific and epistemologically well-grounded basic paradigms [7, 8] for research is one of the important difficulties in constructing an appropriate model of the psychopathology of functional disorders. This is the reason for the formation and general acceptance of different doubtful theoretical assumptions.
For instance, the concept of "psychogenesis" is currently reduced practically to a reaction to everyday life stressors. On the level of symptoms, and thus also in terms of symptomatology, the difference between chronic or recurrent functional disorders and short-term reactions is infinitesimal. As a result, the etiological difference between stress reactions or adaptive disorders and "neurotic disorders" has also vanished. This seems to be unjustified from theoretical as well as practical point of view. Another paradigm which creates difficulties in the formation of a reliable psychopathology are psychoanalytical concepts reducing the etiopathology of mental illness to the impact of early childhood developmental processes, simplifying and covering the diversity of real circumstances responsible for a given disorders.
Unreliable diagnostic rules
Another set of problems associated with the "symptom-oriented" classification of functional disorders is related to diagnostic procedures. "Objective" instruments (like symptom checklists or questionnaires measuring defence mechanisms) are not very reliable for assessing the type of disorder. On the other hand, diagnosis is generally a subjective process, depending on the therapist's cognitive schemas and theoretical assumptions. Moreover, the effects of diagnostic procedures seem to depend on the patientdiagnostician relationship and on the patient's/ client's expectations concerning what might be most important for the therapist, not only on the type of disorder diagnosed [9] . This is one of the reasons why the diagnosis (in fact, a description of a syndrome) seems to be accurate only at the moment of the diagnostic interview. Additionally, serious difficulties for a reliable diagnosing process are created by symptom instability [10, 11] . For all those reasons, one might be diagnosed as having dissociative, obsessive-compulsive or even a personality disorder in a given day.
The phenomenon of changes in an individual's syndrome, occurring even in a very short time, is very difficult to explain using current psychopathology. At the same time, functional disorder happens to be treated as a particular, stable, "medical" unit. This sometimes results in diagnostic decision of treating such changes in the clinical picture of recurrent disorder as a manifestation of an onset of a new, different illness, or is assigned to some unclear, perhaps sociocultural factors [8] .
The frequency of most of neurotic" symptoms' changes in time, as was indicated in studies of the subsequent groups of treated populations over 20 years [3] . Through centuries, important changes in the symptomatology of functional disorders have also taken place with some new forms of syndromes apparently arising, while others disappear. We do not have any good answers why, for instance, so-called hysterical symptoms, observed so frequently at the beginning of the 20 th century, have almost completely disappeared. Or, why the frequency of neurasthenic or psychastenic syndromes evidently diminished in West European societies, while depressive or eating disorders have become much more frequent. It seems to be not only the issue of relabeling or more precise diagnostic procedures emerging, but first and foremost of the transformation of the clinical picture of functional disorders.
Short-term versus chronic functional disorders
To overcome the above doubts resulting in the chaos of conceptualization of the nature of functional disorders, it seems reasonable to continue the search for alternative approaches. In the proposal presented here, the main step is the differentiation of functional short-term disorders provoked by stressful situations, crisis and/or extremely difficult life events, from chronic or recurrent disorders, being the result of some personality dysfunctions and intrapsychic processes. Those two groups, identical from the symptomatic point of view, are completely different in their etiology. In the first group, the concept of "psychogenesis" understood as a reaction to acute or chronic excessive stress seems to be coherent. Symptoms are mainly connected directly to stressful circumstances, and they generally express fear and tension, the need for help and support. They are also a manifestation of individual mechanisms of coping with severe stress -being most often a type of avoidance behaviour. Perhaps due to the relative simplicity of those reactions, the diversity of the symbolic meaning of symptoms is limited in comparison to chronic functional disorders.
Such "anxiety", "neurotic" or somatoform reactions are not very far from psychophysiological ones. For instance, an overwhelming anxiety reaction to a dangerous traffic accident is very similar (only much more intense) to a student's anxiety before a difficult exam. The existing psychological and physiological concepts may be very useful and seem to be satisfactory in explaining the mechanisms of such reactions. However, stress-provoked reactive disorders differ quantitatively as well as qualitatively from psychophysiological reactions. Perhaps due to their high intensity and limited differentiation of symptoms, the first are commonly considered as illnesses. Psychophysiological reactions, much more connected in their symptomatology to the kind of stress, are mostly treated as reasonable variants of normal behaviour.
The second group of functional disorders are chronic and/or recurrent disorders such as anxiety or other "neurotic" and behavioural syndromes that are not simply situation-conditioned in a previously undisturbed person. They seem to have their source in particular personality traits and deficits and are rather stable phenomena, mostly resulting from social learning in the early stages of life or some major life events in adulthood. Of course, some traumatic circumstances may be personality-disturbing factors in every moment of a person's life -like in the case of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
To treat a given, popular symptoms' configuration as a disorder seems to be unjustified. Detailed investigations using symptom check-lists such as SCL-O (see Appendix 3) have revealed, that in every case of a chronic/recurrent functional disorder symptoms considered as specific to another disorder can also be found [3] . So it seems that it is more reasonable to treat all of them as one complex type of illness. The observed differences between syndromes seem to be secondary and temporary. Perhaps some of them could also be the apparent result of the already mentioned specificity of diagnostic procedures.
The presence of personality factors in the course of functional diseases had been forecast for many years and most of the psychological questionnaires contain the dimension of "neuroticism" (Eysenck's Personality Theory -EPT), "neurotic tension" (16 PF-The Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire, scales of MMPI-2-Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) [12] , "trait-anxiety" (The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-STAI) [13] , etc. However, the respective scales are constructed from items concerning the presence of symptoms. So, the concept of "neuroticism" is there simply an extrapolation of the presence of symptoms and not a direct information about the existence of some particular "neurotic" personality.
From the point of view of clinical experience it seems more than probable that such particularity of a "neurotic personality" exists. This personality inefficiency probably consists of a particular constellation of specific personality traits, including also deficits, inappropriate cognitive schemas etc. It is probably the main reason for the formation of different intrapsychic dysfunctions, like unconscious conflicts, causing the person suffering, ineffective functioning and helplessness.
Particular personality traits and deficits, being supposedly the ground for chronic functional disorders, are usually covert and only sometimes are some elements observable in the clinical picture. Thus they are a marginal part of the syndrome, in contrast to "specific" personality disorders. But frequently this creates an illusion of the presence of some personality disorder and so such patients are diagnosed with it, and not with for instance one of the anxiety disorders.
Towards describing and measuring neurotic personality factors
Even though this is a very difficult task, it seems possible to distinguish those particular personality factors. Some are revealed, described and can be measured by the Neurotic Personality Questionnaire [14] [15] [16] [17] . But more useful than values in particular scales of this questionnaire appears to be the global value (X-KON) indicating the presence (or absence) of neurotic personality. The presence of such a set of traits and deficits can be confirmed if X-KON coefficient exceeds 18 points. Higher values were observed in more than 80% of the evaluated population of persons treated in the department of neurotic disorders (mean 46.9 +/ -17.6 points), while in more than 80% of the control group the value was below 8 points (mean 1.8 +/ -1.9 points). Some of the 24 scales distinguished by taxonomic calculations inform about the character of particular traits and/or personality deficits. (Questionnaire items are presented in the Appendix 1). Their configuration reveals individual structure of personality (see Appendix 2) .
But what is most important is the opportunity to distinguish, on the basis of the X-KON value, the difference between functional disorders arising as a reaction to stress (in such cases X-KON is lower than 18 points) and personality grounded, chronic functional disorders. This value also permits to differentiate this personality dysfunction from "specific personality disorders".
This questionnaire, describing and measuring various traits and deficits is suspected to be responsible for functional disorders, is however lacking a scale to reveal directly the most important clinically observed deficit: the underdevelopment of a capacity to express needs to gain the attention of another person, to build and sustain a bond. This deficit is claimed, for many reasons -theoretical as well as clinical -to be the main personality factor responsible for the formation of functional symptoms.
The necessary condition to fulfil these needs is to send a message provoking other people to react. Limited opportunities to formulate such a message in the common verbal and nonverbal language seem to be one of the main factors in the etiology of functional disorders.
Bond is necessary for every person's existence and its role is largely recognized by psychology describing "healthy" mental functioning as well as by the psychopathology. Bowlby's attachment theory is a good example [18, 19] . But in the development and functioning of a human being no less important than the emotional aspects of the relationship with parents and other attachment figures are cognitive and linguistic processes, enabling to receive attachment.
Language is not only a condition of the formation of psyche and consciousness (Chomsky, [20] ) but also the optimal way to create a bond with other people, using verbal and nonverbal means of communication specific to the culture the person belongs to. It is necessary to formulate messages that others can understand. An opportunity to express such message in a common language depends on the consciousness processes. The need of the bond should be put into concepts, being the basis of words, and afterwards could be externalized, openly addressed to other person. Usually, such a message formulated in terms of a common language offers reciprocal attention, interest, friendship, love, etc.
These processes of bond and attachment creation may be described in terms of Levin's theory 1 [21, 22] as formation of a network of vectors stretching between the subject and other individuals, who actually or at least potentially may be able to satisfy these needs. They may be real, emotionally important persons existing in the objectified environment, but they may also be imagined or, for instance, inaccessible idols. Thus, this field has two levels -the real and fictional one 2 . In the case of the impossibility of pushing on conscious processes due to a lack of necessary personality and interpersonal skills (e.g. in the case of alexithymia) or some external factors (e.g. imprisonment in isolation), a person is doomed to loneliness, to the deprivation of such fundamental, existential need of attachment. Being unable to solve his/her problems and inner conflicts caused by this lack of bond, they are helpless. The deficit itself as well as its consequences, e.g. the conflicts they provoke, are mostly unconscious.
Facing a lack of an opportunity to fulfil these basic needs, a person is forced to search for ways to cope. Apparently, this is relatively easy, as most cultures offer some possibility of overcoming such incapacity. A person's somatic illness causes their social environment to offer them (at least temporarily and even in some artificial, task-oriented way, during treatment) some attention, care and support. The common experience of such social behaviour is the reason for using functional symptoms, recognized by other people as illness or disorder, for sending them a message expressing the need for attachment and for receiving their attention and care.
Functional disorders as a form of communication
The proposed approach to the psychopathology of functional disorders treats them as a means of communication, expressing in nonverbal, individual parole the content of current psychic processes, a person's state of mind [22, 23] . Thus, func-1 Kurt Lewin's "field" theory concerning the functioning of the individual in social settings.
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The difference seems not so great considering that the person contacts only an image of the perceived object, constructed in his/her mind.
tional disorders are considered to be a particular form of nonverbal language in which symptoms takes the place of words and syndromes -of sentences. Like every other "significant", symptoms and syndromes are integrally connected with the "signifiee's", in this case -covert, frequently unconscious -psychic state [23] .
This language is used with the aim of sharing with other persons the subject's state of mind and fulfilling their need for presence and attachment. A functional dysfunctions syndrome may be treated as such particular nonverbal language for sending messages to other -actually present or fully imagined -persons. Generally speaking, as an expression of desire (in Jacques Lacan's terms) [24] . But the price of such a solution is additional suffering, provoked by the functional disorder itself.
Structural linguistics offers an opportunity to understand different clinically observed phenomena, characteristic for functional symptoms and disorders. Treating them as a particular nonverbal language is to expect that the functional syndrome of one person has a character of a structured system in the meaning described by (among others) Jean Piaget 3 [25] . The structure of 3 In Piaget's description: a. Structure is a unity, "Gestalt", whose elements obtain new characteristics they do not possess out with this unity. Some relations of elements create a context in which a singular element -e.g. the disturbance of a function -acquires a new quality it would not have apart from this unity. b. This unity exists and obtains its coherence owing to the processes of continuous transformations and their dynamics. These processes function according to the laws of transformation. c. The structure is self-regulating, which denotes a limitation of the scope of transformations that are not capable of going beyond what makes them bound and coherent. Transformations take place internally. The range of those preserving-like transformations is delimited by the transformation laws which constitute the structure. Transformation laws determine whether the structure possesses greater or lesser power. This fact is bound with the grade of generality of the structure. Weak, temporal, feedback regulated or symmetrically steered structures are themselves elements of strong, more general and solid structures -which are regulated by reversible operations [22] . In this meaning, a "systemic approach" has a much more general sense that in family therapy named "systemic", reducing concepts of system and structure to relations in the family.
such a system is sustained by transformations of symptoms forming the syndrome. Up to the concept of systems' hierarchy, if communication in general can be viewed as the "strongly" structured system of activity, the different forms or communication styles should be treated as "weak" ones, as subsystems (substructures), replaceable elements of this general system. Functional disorders, being one of such forms, differ from others by having the quality of "disease". This may open an opportunity for treatment by a transformation of this subsystem of communication into another one, but not of illness quality. (In terms of structural theory, weakly structured systems, such as syndromes, are steered by feedbacks, e. g. they are reinforced by positive reaction to the messages).
So, functional syndromes can be considered structured messages -a way of a person's functioning in interactions looking for attachment. Their symbolic meaning depends on the psychic state of the subject in a given moment. The content of the message could mainly include different aspects of suffering, provoked by conflicts and weaknesses, by an ineffectiveness of coping with current problems, insolvable by the person for different -intrapsychic as well as external -reasons.
But to communicate successfully by means of symptoms is particularly difficult. From the linguistic point of view, all symptoms are homonyms. Every one of them can express extremely varying contents of psychic processes. This makes it difficult to understand unequivocally their meaning, as much in the ill person's everyday functioning in the psychosocial field as in the diagnostic procedures.
So, it this sense it seems true that functional symptoms have symbolic meaning, like Freud suggested a hundred years ago, taking on the role of being "significant". This quality does not appear when the same distortion is a symptom of e.g. an organic disorder. But this meaning is extremely individualized and differentiated. It depends partly on the specificity of the subculture the person is living in, on the individual language they use -her/his parole, in the terms of structural linguistics -but mainly on the kind and context of psychic experiences, being the momentously "signifiee's" of those signs.
It seems important to mention here, that research, using a taxonomic analysis of the symptoms' frequency, reveals their equivalence. Every symptom could be replaced by another one, while a syndrome persists as a structured whole [22, 23] . The exchange of elements of the system is probably a force sustaining its existence, like in the case of every dynamic structure. Nothing strange, that the instability of one person's set of symptoms, frequently interpreted as improvement, could actually be a reinforcement of the disorder. On the other hand however, the variability and instability of symptoms seems to be dependent on changes in temporary contents of the psyche. It is trivial and evident that the current state of mind, expressed by symptoms, is changing from moment to moment, and this is probably the main explanation for clinically observed instability of functional syndromes.
Moreover, not only the unconscious or repressed mental processes, but also the consciously realized reasons for helplessness may be expressed by means of symptoms. This results in a frequently observed insufficiency of insight in the treatment of functional disorders. Often, gaining awareness is not sufficient to cope with the reasons for helplessness.
This way of understanding the etiopatology of functional disorders can also explain the changes of functional syndromes depending on sociocultural conditions. They seem to be the effect of the influence of feedback, present in the field of the subject's interactions with others.
Thus, functional disorders may be understood in terms of communication (communication in the "social" field in Levin's terms, or rather in the "psychosocial" one) with a real or imagined person being the object (partner) of attachment. So it seems, the subject of diagnosis and treatment should be first of all the current incapacity to use the common language for forming a bond and the disturbances in current psychic processes connected with such a difficulty. The use, with the aim of communication, of this particular nonverbal language of different dysfunctions -symptoms, seems to be the result of personality deficits making it difficult or even impossible to fulfil the need of bonding in the psychosocial field using common, "normal" means of communication. As mentioned before, this impairment is not directly revealed or measured by any one of KON's scales 4 , but it seems to be expressed by the global X-KON value.
It is important that the personality factors responsible for the rise of functional disorders seem to be entirely different from the traits of "specific" personality disorders or "predisposition for psychotic illnesses"; as well as other severe personality dysfunctions considered to be independent disorders. Some of the so-called pre-psychotic personalities, similarly to "characteropathy", are mainly the consequence of biological (e.g. metabolic, traumatic) damage, being -akin to symptoms of a somatic illness -external expressions of this damage.
In the case of specific personality disorders (being mainly the result of harmful social learning), basic disturbances of functioning seem not to have a character of symptoms expressing such impairment. Disturbed behaviours and dysfunctions in the mental processes are integrated elements of such personality systems. They are "mature" and strong, however this maturity is distorted in different pathological directions. For this reason they are frequently "ego-syntonic", resistant and not identified by the person (and sometimes even by their social environment, like in the case of artists) as disturbances. In those disorders the aim of therapy is to cope with the disturbed and strongly structured system of personality, and not -like in the case of functional disorders -with the structured system of nonverbal language.
Of course, there is a possibility that such specific personality disorders coexist with neurotic personality traits, responsible for evoking functional disorders. It seems very likely that the harmful conditions of socialization processes could in parallel contribute to the difficulties in expressing the need of a bond and "specifically" distorted structure of personality. The frequency of such comorbidity observed in clinical settings is important. In a group of patients with specific personality disorders different functional symptoms are relatively common, and similarly, in a group of patients with functional disorders some specific personality traits could be present.
The theoretical approach proposed here as an alternative to contemporary psychopathology of 4 It could be the effect of multiple personality factors being responsible for this impairment.
functional disorders and their classification offers an opportunity of a cohesive explanation of the different aspects of their etiopathology. First of all, it explains the lack of clear borders between different functional "disorders" [3] . It explains the similarities and differences of psychophysiological disturbances, reactions to stressful life events, adjustment [26] and chronic or recurrent functional disorders, as well as the difference between functional and specific personality disorders. It also explains the role of the relationship between the potential of personality (e.g. richness of coping mechanisms) and normal life difficulties (stressful situations) and the emergence or recurrence of syndromes; the role of adaptation and the triggers of functional disorders, the role of the unconscious in their pathogenesis; the phenomenon of a symbolic function of symptoms as well as of individual variability and instability of symptoms and syndromes. It also refers to the appearance of symptom improvement, like in the case of replacement of somatic symptoms by "problems" or other dysfunctions in the mental processes. It also offers an alternative explanation of the meaning of psychogenesis, which may be understood as a crossroads of personality traits and/or deficits and of the current content of psychic processes being a reflection of life events. Even using a sociolinguistic -i.e. humanistic and not biological -model to explain functional disorders places them on the side of illnesses, of medical issues, and not on the side of common, normal behaviour or existential problems.
The presented approach also offers an alternative view of understanding psychotherapy and some of its effects, for instance the role of relationships. The therapeutic contact "automatically" offers an opportunity to gain attention and bond, thus fulfilling the needs of the person and making the dramatic creation of a message by means of symptoms superfluous. This is the reason for an apparently curative character of a therapeutic relationship. Tension is diminished and an improvement on the symptomatology level is spectacular, however temporary. But even though a relationship is a necessary condition of treatment, it is a substitute of a cure, and not really a curative factor, and unsurprisingly, frequently provokes dependence on the psychotherapist.
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This approach underlines the importance of the "here and now" state of the psychic processes, especially of the linguistic skills necessary to gain the other person's presence and attention, rather than concentrating the therapy on past experiences or traumas affecting the attachment in childhood.
It seems particularly important to overcome the conviction that the person's early development is the main or even the only cause of distortions of the adult person's mind 5 . Such determinism is a needless heritage of psychoanalysis. Otherwise, current psychology and psychopathology are to a great extent overgeneralization of some observations, gathered by paediatricians and child psychologists, but not really useful for understanding either the psychology or the psychopathology of adults.
So, if in the "conditioned disorders" and/or "psychophysiological reactions" different forms of helping people (e.g. cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT)) seems to be adequate, they are not sufficiently curative in other functional disorders. In chronic and recurrent ones the therapy should aim at transformations of the structure of language, thus leading to an exchange of one of its substructures for another one. This means transformation of the parole, using symptoms, into parole using words -a disruption of a substructure of the communication system of an illness quality. This is possible, provoking by feedback, to replace the disturbances of functions by words, and to learn (or re-learn) the use of a common language aiming at receiving attention and bond. Such a therapy should be different from education in some theoretical approaches, being the essence of all therapies that lead to insight interpretations and explanations. Sharing psychological knowledge by the therapist with the patient leads to a replacement of a functional disorders' language with a language of the therapist's theory. Not neglecting the role of the "name" and rationalization as unspecific treating factors, they 5 It is evident that early experiences have a strong influence on the development of the mental structure and they could explain psychopathology formation. This makes evident the preventive functions of education. This does not mean that the past (or its traces) is the most important element of the current state of the disordered psyche. rarely, and only by chance, are really curative. This proposal is also different from the "transtheoretical" rules of provoking change [27] , very useful in "helping" psychotherapy (counselling) but hardly adequate for treating functional disorders.
In every disorder, a reliable therapy must be coherent with its psychopathology. So, a successful psychotherapy of functional disorders is possible only if the concepts concerning their essence and etiology will be more reliable than those currently available. Perhaps the presented approach may be at least a signpost for constructing a more useful theory of the psychopathology of functional disorders.
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APPENDIX 1 ITEMS OF NEUROTIC PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE KON-2006
The questionnaire is composed of a set of questions concerning various characteristics, preferences, tendencies, attitudes, views, etc. There are no right or wrong answers, after all, every person is different. Please answer honestly and without longer reflection, especially without considering "how the question should be answered" -the proper diagnosis of a health condition requires that you present yourself as you really are. Only one answer can be given to each question: "yes" or "no". Please choose and indicate the one which seems to be right. If some wording is not clear, and it is difficult to decide, because, for instance, both options seem likely -please consult the person carrying out the examination. Before you finish completing the questionnaire, please check if each question has an answer marked. 
ITEMS OF SYMPTOM CHECKLIST "O"
These items concern symptoms and difficulties that sometimes occur in neurotic disorders. Please read every item carefully and circle the answer that best indicates the intensity of your symptoms during the last week. Please use this key: 0 = this symptom did not occur during the last week a = this symptom occurred at a slight intensity during the last week b = this symptom occurred at a moderate intensity during the last week c = this symptom occurred at a strong intensity during the last week 
